July 13, 2015

Notes Regarding Coffee Shops in Wisconsin, Other States, Countries and Home Worlds

Use the Wisconsin model (Equipment, Food Selection, Sweepstakes and Travel Itineraries) — as a template for creating similar coffee shop businesses in other areas. Dowse any substitutions that are needed. Tips for planning travel destinations:

- Look for famous and hidden natural environments (e.g. impressive parks)
- Search for practical educational opportunities (e.g. factory tours)
- Dowse whether coffee shops in your area should attend a Madison annual conference (or, plan a local one)

Note: Coffee shops may be set up in all prison realms, but without promotional travel. For sweepstakes, repeat prizes (instead of travel). Dowse salaries.

The following staffing requirements apply in realms where applicable:

Of the 15 staff members, at least one should be Sirian, one should be a Major Race member, one should be a Minor Race member, one should be a Muggle and the remaining staff should be human-like bots. Dowse questions such as “Is there a Sirian available in this area?” If yes, begin a search and assemble the rest of your team while you continue your search. Dowse any applicants seeking a position.

Dowse similar staff group questions whenever a staff member position needs to be filled.